
Education Series



Our mission is to end the stigma of loss by suicide through integrative art 

narrative tools that support loss survivors to seek help, speak their truth and 

process their grief with the hope they will heal and restore their lives. 



WEBINAR AGENDA 

• How and why the books were created

• Becky reads excerpts from her Parenting book and talks about her experience as the surviving parent

• Noel Larson, Ph.D., MSW, Clinical Psychologist talks about Neural Integration and trauma

• Aidan Anderson talks about his experience losing his dad to suicide and his recovery from that trauma

• Aidan introduces his brother and sister via videos they took of themselves

• Janice Nadeau, Ph.D., Bereavement Specialist talks about the importance of understanding family systems

and how that intersects with grief therapy

• Art Facilitator Carol Allesee demonstrates creative ways to utilize the workbook and teaches how to facilitate a Story

Portrait™ workshop with suicide loss survivors or anyone dealing with a trauma or loss.

• Becky and Aidan share examples of what was helpful and not so helpful

• Minnesota Dept. of Health Guidelines for Safe Messaging

• NAMI Minnesota Executive Director Sue Abderholden

• Q&A



Exposure & 

Survivors 

of Suicide 

Loss 

>
Exposed ("Affected") - those who "know"

someone personally who has died by suicide

A recent (Cerel, 2079) research-based estimate 

suggests that for each death by suicide - 735 people 

are exposed (6.9 million annually). 

As many as 40-50% of the population have been 

exposed to suicide in their lifetime (Feigelman et al., 

2077) 

The number of survivors of suicide loss in the U.S. is 

more than 5.4 million (l of every 60 Americans in 

2079). This number grew by more than 285, 066 in 

2079. 







"These beautiful books ... show that it is not only possible to survive a loved one's suicide. 
but also to find beauty in their shortened lives and to thrive after they are gone." 

- Henry Emmons. MD, author of The Chemist f Calm and The Chemistry of Joy 
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It’s nearly incomprehensible to me
that it’s been 10 years since my husband, Don, died 
by suicide. As I stand beside his grave at the
cemetery, I can feel both how
far he has receded from me 
and how  firmly he has 
remained in  place. The words 
I’ve used to  describe the 
experience fall  short, as 
powerful images,  voices, and 
vignettes parade  through my
head.

Friends ask, “How did you  
get through it?” I think of
the many people I’ve gained
insight, support and wisdom
from, finding solace inthis

unlikely club whose members have lost someone 
to suicide. One woman stands out in mymind.
I was invited to a gathering of families at a local  
suicide-prevention organization. Our purpose

was not to discuss loss; it was to enjoy an
evening of camaraderie at a

basketballgame.
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I spoke with a woman
who worked full time with
the dying as a hospice nurse. 
She told me she’d never 
experienced anything as 
horrifying as the suicide of 
her son less than a year 
earlier. Decades
of work with  
death, grief
and loss  
couldn’t
prepare  
her for  
the pain of  
losing her
son in this way.  
She said it all—
there is no way  
to describe
the upheaval  
created

by the death of a loved one when 
suicide is the culprit.

I bought a greeting card with a
Buddhist quotation: “Fall down
seven times, get up eight.”It
became our family motto. When 

I look at that cardnow
it represents the
ups and downs we

endured while  
trying to remain 
in one piece as a 
family. For me,  
that process had 
many layers. I

got to know  
nooks and  

crannies of m  y
own psyche 
that I hadn’t 
known  
existed.
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After Don’s death there
was no time lag in getting help from  
Sharon. Professionals and parents  
from the kids’ schools also helped us. 
The outpouring of support from

friends,
helping professionals, and strangers 
was the glue that held us together in  
the early days and for years to follow.

an accident with
a gun.

As soon as I learned of Don’s 
death, the question arose of

how  to explain to the children 
that it had been suicide.

My daughter heard the truth  
from me right away. As for

the boys, I followed a  
suggestion from Sharon:

begin with simple,
limited explanations and   

trust that when they were ready 
for more information, they 
would ask for it. 

The first thing I told
them  was that there had been
an accident and their father  
had died. They didn’t ask to 
know more.

Within a day they  
inquired where the car  was, 
assuming it had been an auto
accident. I explained that it
wasn’t an auto accident. Several 
days passed andAidan asked 
what kind of accident it was. I 
told him.
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Being one-on-one with each of my sons took
every ounce of energy I possessed but I was grateful 

to learn about how they were experiencing the loss as
they communicated it in the ways they could. I also

learned a lot about myself. My role was to 
listen, support, and believe in their ability

to work through the trauma with help 
and faith. At times what Iwitnessed
was so profound and troubling

that I lacked faith that we
would 

come out 
of the 

pain and 
confusion.

There were times when I had no  
words of reassurance to give the  
boys, and no way to reassure myself; 
many days I came home scared and 
sobbing. At those times Sharon’s  
steady presence and depth

of understanding became the  
beacons of light I needed to go on.
One of the things Will wanted to  

make in the filial therapy session was  
a miniature life raft. Frustrated and  
frightened, he tried to make his fingers  
create this object, which was deeply

important to him. Through many  
startups and shutdowns, I could feel the

depth of his anger and frustration at not  
being able to make it just right.
I watched, wanting to help but knowing 

it was very important that he find the  
inner resources to do it on his own. He 
stuck with it and slowly constructed

the life raft out of tongue depressors, 
a generous amount of tape, and a

triangular piece of paper. He made many  
more rafts over time. Will’s pride showed  

as he told Sharon and me that he’d
hidden many of them away — ready  
for all of us if we needed them.
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'ihe books are deeply moving, informational, 
and giving of permission to trust in finding one's 

own way through such a horrific loss." 
- David Morris, PhD. licensed P5'fCho/og/st





10-minute BREAK

Materials for Story Portrait 

• Printing paper

• Tape

• Scissors

• Glue stick or Elmer's glue

• Magazines, newspapers, old greeting

cards, anything with images in them

• Markers or other writing utensils



"'These beautiful books. show that 1t not only possible to SUfVNe a lo,,ed one's SUtC1de, 
but also to find beauty in their shortened Uves and to thrive after they are p,e.• 

- Henry Emmons, MD. author of The Chemist/)' of Cillm and The Chemist/)' of Jo/ 

Laurie Phillips 

Rebecca Anderson 

ADVISORS 

Noel Larson, PhD, MSW 

Janice Nadeau, PhD, LP. RN, Bereavement Specialist 

Jenny Simmonds. MEd. Fairview Youth Grief Services 

Sue Towey. APRN, CNS. MS, Integrative Mental Health Practitioner 



Workbook Activity Themes 

• How did you find out?

• Life now

• What's helpful and What's not

• Feelings

• Remembering your special person



Materials for Story Portrait 

• Printing paper

• Tape

• Scissors

• Glue stick or Elmer's glue

• Magazines, newspapers, old greeting

cards, anything with images in them

• Markers or other writing utensils
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Story Portrait guideline questions 

1. What was going on in your life right before your special

person's suicide (or any other loss you have experienced.)

2. How did you respond to the death or loss?

• What was a low point for you?

• What brought you comfort that you were grateful for?

3. What have you learned about yourself from this experience,

and what have you learned about others?



rn� DEPARTMENT

I I OF HEALTH 

Safe Messaging around Suicide 
What language should I use? 

The language we use not only helps prevent suicide, but also shapes our perceptions around the issue of 

suicide. 

Do's and don'ts of suicide language 

Douse Do not The problem 

Neutral words Associate with crime or sin Associating suicide with a crime 

Examples: Example: 
or sin. 

"Died by suicide" "Committed suicide" 

"Took his or her life" 

Speak neutrally and factually Imply suicide was desired Presenting suicide as a desired 

Examples: Examples: 
or positive outcome. 

"Suicide death" "Successful suicide/attempt" 

"Died by suicide" "Completed suicide" 

"Ended his/her life" "Failed or unsuccessful 

"Attempt to end his/her life" 
attempt" 
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Mending hearts, restoring lives.
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